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Blog Content and SEO: Winning Factors and Key Correlations

Examining the Correlation Between Superior SERP Rankings and Integral SEO Components

Background

In today's complex digital environment, where AI is reshaping content strategies, it's crucial for 

brands to truly understand their audience. Our in-depth analysis of URLs that rank highly for top 

keywords across ten industries emphasizes the indispensable role of blogs in SEO. But it's not 

just about having a blog; it's about ensuring that the content genuinely resonates with 

consumers. Our results highlight blogs' pivotal role in connecting with consumers and their 

versatility in various search scenarios.
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Key Findings

• Blogs, with their ability to address consumer needs, stand out as a predominant content type 
in top search rankings.

• Their prevalence in top ranks, both in the top 3 and top 5 results highlights their SEO 
importance

• Blogs naturally cater to SEO best practices, such as comprehensive content and optimal text-
to-code ratios.

Methodology

BrightEdge has developed a comprehensive search analysis methodology 
across ten pivotal industries:

Banking Insurance Retail Software
Higher 

Education
Real 

Estate

Advertising and 
Marketing

Manufacturing
Travel & 

Hospitality
Industrial 

Machinery

Methodology Overview:

• Keyword Selection: BrightEdge tracked 10,000 keywords, carefully chosen to reflect the most 
popular searches across these industries.

• URL Analysis: Using BrightEdge SearchIQ we examined the top ten ranking URLs for each 
keyword resulting in a large sample set of different page types.

• Page Type Determination: By studying the URL structure, we deduce the type of webpage 
(e.g., product page, blog post, etc.).

• Content Evaluation: We delved into these webpages to identify common attributes, aiming to 
understand the typical characteristics of top-ranking pages across these sectors.
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Performance Analysis 

The Inherent SEO-Friendliness of Blogs
Our analysis shows that blogs naturally possess key features that enhance their SEO performance. 
These SEO-friendly traits are often built into the blog software itself. In examining our sample set of 
blogs, we found:

• Word Count: Blogs average 629 words, 50% greater than the average page ranking at 417 words.

• Text-to-Code Ratio: Blogs have a higher text-to-code ratio (10.35% vs. 7.72%), contributing to better 
indexability and faster load times.

• SEO Attributes: Blogs are 30% less likely to lack key SEO attributes, making them inherently more 
SEO-friendly.

• Thin Content: Blogs are 10% less likely to feature thin content, thereby improving their SEO 
performance

Blog
19%

General 
Pages/Product

16%

Top Level Pages
14%

Internal Search 
Results

14%

Articles
12%

Wiki
9%

Video
7%

Local
5%

Reviews
4%

MOST COMMON PAGE TYPES FOUND IN TOP 10 
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PAGE TYPES RANKING IN THE TOP 5 

Prevalence of Blogs in Top 10 Rankings

Our analysis reveals a compelling data point: blogs 

are the most prevalent form of content found in the 

top 10 search engine rankings, excluding home 

pages. This robust presence of blogs signifies their 

vital role in an effective SEO strategy. 

Blogs’ Dominance in Top 3 and Top 5 

Rankings

Blogs not only feature prominently in the top 10 

rankings but also dominate the top 3 and top 5 

positions. Specifically, blogs appeared 511 times in 

the top 3 and 1,014 times in the top 5 across all 

keyword categories analyzed. Excluding 

homepages, this type of page was the most 

frequently found in the top results. This high 

frequency underlines the critical role of blogs in 

achieving and maintaining high visibility in search 

engine results. The forthcoming graph will provide a 

detailed breakdown.
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In today's competitive SEO landscape, blogs remain an indispensable tool for enhancing brand visibility 
and connecting with target audiences. By prioritizing SEO in your content strategy and emphasizing both 
quality and consistency in blog posts, organizations can optimize ROI and maintain a strategic advantage 
in the market. To maximize blog strategy with limited resources, marketers are finding AI to be 
indispensable.

BrightEdge Ushers in Next Era of Generative AI-Driven SEO

BrightEdge Copilot: Interacting and Collaborating with Generative AI

BrightEdge Copilot for Recommendations - Your Personal Generative AI Assistant

Closing Comments 

Implications

The prominence of blogs in top search engine rankings as highlighted in our findings is a testament to 
their enduring significance in the digital landscape. Here's how these findings underscore the strategic 
importance of blogs:

• Audience Engagement: Blogs consistently rank high in searches, showcasing their ability to resonate 
with diverse audiences. They remain a key platform for brands to address genuine questions and 
align with audience interests.

• Adaptable Content: Blogs frequently occupy the top 3 and 5 search positions, highlighting their 
versatility in addressing a wide range of topics and search intents.

• SEO-Powered Insights: With SEO-friendly features and technologies like BrightEdge Copilot for 
Recommendations, blogs seamlessly incorporate data insights to stay in tune with real-time search 
behaviors.

• Digital Presence Amplifier: Blogs enhance the visibility of other digital assets. As search priorities 
shift towards user intent, blogs, focusing on user queries, continue to be essential.

In essence, while many digital trends come and go, blogs have maintained their pivotal role in SEO. Our 
findings validate their undiminished importance, urging brands to recognize and harness their potential 
for sustained digital success.

• Prioritize Audience Understanding in SEO: Ensure your content strategy is rooted in what your 
audience is seeking.

• Maintain Quality in Blog Content: High-quality, consistent blog content, shaped by data insights, is 
key. Tools like BrightEdge Copilot can ensure your content is spot-on from the start.

• Use Data to Guide Content Creation: Delve into analytics to grasp search behaviors, ensuring 
alignment with user intent.

• Stay Updated: Regularly refresh blogs to retain relevance and ranking.

Recommendations

https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/388598/brightedge-ushers-in-next-era-of-generative-ai-dri.html
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